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In order to delve into the complexity of Chris Ware's work, I would like to begin by pausing to consider a composition by the Dutch artist Joost Swarte because it demonstrates something fundamental about Ware's structural approach to the medium of comics. This composition, titled "The Comix Factory," appeared in December 1980 as the cover of the second issue of RAW magazine, the independent and avant-garde publication edited by Art Spiegelman and Françoise Mouly. 1 The cover is significant not only because Ware's work would appear in RAW ten years later, thus bringing him into the fold of other experimental and international comics artists, but also because this particular image had a lasting influence on the development of his own unique aesthetic. Ware's focus on the formal properties of the medium suggests his affinities with artists in the wider field of French and Belgian comics, although these connections have been largely unrecognized despite the fact that he is relatively well-known among comics scholars and cartoonists from these countries. 3 To shed some light on these matters in a comparative context, I will discuss Ware's comics from a perspective informed by the 21 Although these artists work in a diverse range of styles and subjects, they share an interest in bringing a level of artistic seriousness to the medium. Additionally, as with publications by L'Association, there is an emphasis on craftsmanship in Ware's irregularly sized issues of The ACME Novelty Library, which span a variety of dimensions and require extraordinary feats of printing. 22 In fact, the entire ACME Novelty Library project can be understood an expansion of Swarte's "Comix Factory" or the notion of the Oubapo workshop. This connection is especially apparent in the "ACME Novelty Library Freestanding Cardboard Display," intended to hold the variously sized issues of this comic. The cardboard factory represented here is charmingly whimsical and yet unsettlingly grim, bustling with gears, pulleys, and conveyors. 23 In the upper story, mice lasso word "balloons" that float beneath the ceiling, stamp them onto the panels, and add text according to the instructions of a rodentforeman. Meanwhile, another stream of mice are unceremoniously executed, dumped into carts, then nailed onto panels and assembled into pages-a cruel scenario masked by cheerful colors and an attractive display. <Figure 6-3>
Ware revisits the trope of the factory in The ACME Report in a slyly selfreferential history of the ACME Novelty Library Company. The author of this document, George Wilson, an excessively pompous researcher, promises to deliver "the first, and probably only true history of the Company, from its surprising beginning with the Original Letterer, through the cultural revolution, up to the present day's CEO and Chief Draughtsman, F. C. Ware." 24 The emphasis on the "Letterer" is noteworthy, since Ware does, in fact, draw all of his fonts by hand, and has won numerous awards for his lettering. 25 As Daniel Raeburn relates, Ware "performed the exercises from old handlettering manuals and copied fruit, cigar and cosmetics labels in order to attain a proficiency, then a fluency, in the increasingly antique art of hand-lettering." 26 In a sharp satire of mass-produced comics, Ware develops an exquisite contrast between the solitary and painstaking work of the individual letterer and the massive, bureaucratic edifice depicted in the comic. An impressive two-page spread offers the viewer a cutaway view of the company rendered in black and white, which is comprised of rooms of draughtsmen, thirty storerooms of comics, a printing machine, an art gallery, numerous dutiful secretaries, a tennis court, and an intimidating waiting room (where the unfortunate researcher has paced for hours, unable to gain admittance to the secrets inside). 27 This representation reinforces the impact of the "history" as a wry, selfreflexive gesture because the researcher is ultimately excluded from the "secret" comics experiments within, although the reader has access to them in the pages of the book. But how these experiments "work," or what they might mean, is another question entirely. images. Instead, the comic is reduced to a series of word balloons that are pointed in different directions, depending on the speaker: "Papa! Papa!" "What is it, boy?" "Does God exist?" "Ask your mother" "Mama, Mama!" "Yes, what is it?" "Does God exist, mama?" "I don't know, dear." A speech balloon directed from the heavens concludes the metaphysical discussion: "What about me? No one is asking me?" 35 Menu cites an example of iconic restriction in The ACME Novelty Library that is a comic composed of a six-by-six grid of identically sized panels with the same blue lamp stand in the center. 36 The comic never directly represents the speakers; instead, the dialogue takes place outside of the frame and the lamp becomes a symbol of the tumultuous changes that one family experiences over a number of generations as they move from house to house, and the children move into their own apartment. 37 The famous Oulipo quote that states Oulipians are "rats who must build the labyrinth from which they propose to escape" seems especially applicable to Quimby's antics. 44 In one strip, Quimby is sucked up into a pipe, deposited in a car, dumped onto a conveyer belt, assembled and disassembled, and hit repeatedly by a mallet; it is difficult to discern, in the midst of this chaos, in which direction Quimby is traveling. Tale Funnies collection, presents four variations on the story of an unfortunate frog who falls in love with a princess. 48 None of these endings can really be construed as "happy":
in one, the wolf steals frog's Banjo; in the second, the wolf brings the banjo to the grandmother's antique store; the third story ends with the wolf selling the frog's banjo;
and in the fourth story the princess regrets that she married the wolf rather than the frog.
Each story is oriented at a ninety-degree angle from the next such that the reader must rotate the book to get the full effect.
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Little Lit also contains the random sequence constraint in a children's game devised by Ware called "Fairy Tale Road Rage," which includes a game board, "chits" in eight colors, four "storyboards," four playing pieces, and a die, all of which can be cut out and assembled by the diligent child. It's notable that the game board is missing a space for a "happy ending;" instead, the players accumulate colored "chits" on their "story board," which looks like a bingo-card version of "Mad Libs," (each space is a specific grammatical category or attribute), until they have completed a coherent storyline. Of the eight possible denouements, only two are positive: "acquired superpowers," and "lived happily ever after;" it is up to the child to supply the "moral of Guess" to support his claim that Ware is Oubapien, stating that the comic also operates on the principle of verbal substitution. 53 Although Ware's comic is different in that he creates a pastiche of an older comic rather than appropriating an existing strip, the claim is worth revisiting. 54 Ware combines uncomfortable recollections of his grandfather and stepfather's racist comments and a memory of a slumber party at the house of a black friend. At first, this story appears entirely separate from the accompanying images that narrate a battle between a mad scientist and a superhero in a style reminiscent of "golden age" comics; however, the textual and visual tracks occasionally coincide. 
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This tension between form and content pervades the advertising in The ACME Novelty Library series as well, which at first glance seems to promise wealth, fame, and happiness, but in fact provides no such consolation despite the appearance of Sears Catalog entries, coupons, or self-help offers. One notice reprinted in The ACME Report advertises simply the "new thing": "fresh from the mysterious plastic asshole of 'popular culture.' All shiny and ready for you to put in your home, video cassette player, or mouth. through an elaborate interlacing of forms. 64 Spiegelman, whose longstanding interest in experimental comics led to the creation of RAW magazine, quotes Viktor Shklovksy in his introduction to Breakdowns, a reissue of his comics from the 1970s: "The technique of art is to make objects 'unfamiliar,' to make forms difficult. Because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged, art is a way of experiencing the artfulness of an object." 65 For Ware, Spiegelman, and Oubapo artists, testing the limits of the medium is a way of both continuing an avant-garde tradition and asserting that comics are a vibrant form of art.
